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Laurie Alice Eakes (email: ladyclio@intelos.net website: http://www.cfw.com/~ladyclio) 

Lesson 1: W2s and Schedule Cs FTH Workshop Coordinator 

Thank you for the welcome. I'm happy to be here. Actually, I'm happy to be here again. I 

was an FTH member until I got extra busy and had to give up something. That was three 

of the five RWA chapters to which I belonged. 

Well, since Pam twisted my arm, I'll share that I have just received another contract offer 

from SWP for a American Revolutionary War story entitled Surrender to Love, for their 

new Service In Print imprint to be launched next year. This story wont he 1997 Love In 

Uniform contest, but is more a romantic historical than a historical romance, so had 

difficulty finding a niche in publishing. 

Before we start talking nasty taxes, I want to reinforce that I am not a tax accountant by 

any means. I have simply learned by doing, the best way for me to learn. I may not have 

all the answers, but I will make every effort to find the answer from my tax accountant, 

who will be back in town on Wednesday. 

Next, I'm not a very formal person, so this is more a chat than a lecture, and I go by 

Laurie Alice to keep my name separate from all the lovely Loris Lauras, Lauries out 

there. 

What is the difference between a Schedule C and a W2? 

When you work for someone else, you fill out a W4 with your SSN, name address… that 

sort of thing. By January 31 of the year immediately after the year in which you worked, 

you receive a W2 with all the information about how much you made, what taxes the 

employer withheld on your salary or wages. They take out 7.5 per cent of your money 

and put in 7.5 per cent of your own. This amount does change fractionally from year to 

year, but it is approximately 7.5% on both sides. If you don't have it by January 31, you 

may wish to contact the Department of Labor. This is Federal law that you have it no 

later than January 31. 

If you work for yourself, you fill out a Schedule C and have to fill in all your own tax 

information. This includes FICA, which is the Social Security tax. This bad news about 

this is that, when you work for yourself as you do as a writer, you have to pay both parts 

of thee FICA. Yep, that's a big 15%. 
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The advantage is that you have all your write offs. I'll probably spend most of my time 

discussing what you can and cannot write off your Schedule C income and how long you 

can go without making a profit. 

This is a general introduction, however, so I won't get into it today and overload you on a 

Monday morning. 

Basically, what goes on a schedule C is your income less your expenses for your self-

employment income. If you have a loss, you have no taxes to pay. How much you pay in 

taxes depends on how much money you made above your expenses. 

You can take a loss for three to five years before the IRS will start saying, "Ehem, this is 

a hobby, not a profession," and stop allowing you to claim it as a business. Generally, for 

writers who don't make or lose more than a few thousand a year, they won't say anything 

at all. Also, you can make a profit for a couple years, then return to a couple years of loss 

without raising flags in the IRS computers. It's when you start making enough to live on 

that they start looking. 

Also, when you set yourself up as a self-employed business, you may have to pay a 

licensing fee in your town or county. When I lived in the county, I didn't have to have a 

business license. Now that I live in town, I do. It's pretty cheap here in rural Virginia, 

only $25 per year. Other cities are higher. I think they pay $75 in Winchester, the nearest 

city, and probably more in Northern Virginia. If the town is really strict, you may have to 

pay taxes on equipment you use. Generally, however, your equipment isn't worth enough 

for them to care since this tax is based on the value of the property. I have a great deal of 

specialty equipment, and my personal property tax for my business is only a matter of a 

few dollars a year. Again, this varies from town to town. 

Okay, I'll stop here. It is, after all, Monday morning. You can ask any questions you like, 

and I'll do my best to answer. Tomorrow we'll get into the tricky part of what you, the 

writer, can and cannot write off. 

Q&A for Lesson 1: 

Q: Here's my question. Years ago when I first began to write, a tax consultant talked to 

our chapter. He said we could grandfather expenses up to 5 years back and use them 

when we finally made a sale. Is this true. 
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A: Yes, this is true, but you're better off not doing it because then, if you don't make a 

profit for another five years, you could get a little trouble or a lot of trouble depending on 

the IRS agent. You may get away with it, but it's best not to get flagged, believe me. 

Now, the reason why I got audited was because I am part owner of a trust and the IRS 

hates trusts. But that's a whole other ball game that I won't get into because it's far too 

complex for me to explain. It's simply a way to avoid taxes--legally. That's why the IRS 

doesn't like them. But my writing stuff was completely in order, so they didn't continue to 

include me in the trust audit, which, of course, is in order too, but they want to break 

trusts. 

Lesson 2: Fees, Supplies, and Promotions 

I'm breaking this up because it's pretty complex and I don't want to overload anyone's 

brain. Okay, maybe some of you find it easy, but I don't have a mathematical brain, so it 

overloads mine.  

What can I count as expense? 

Before I begin on expenses, let me say this and I'll say it again keep receipts. If you buy 

one postage stamp well, it better be two for a query letter, get a receipt. I have boxes of 

receipts in the storage room. These are a must. You can't have too many receipts. 

Today, we'll start with fees, supplies and promotional materials. 

Fees are a big expense for writers. If you have a business license, you have that fee to 

pay, and you can write that off your taxes, off your Schedule C. Your RWA dues count. 

Your chapter dues count. If you belong to a chapter that has a critique service if you pay--

-whatever they charge like $5 or $25that counts. Contest entry fees. These are all 

expenses you can write off against earned income as a writer. 

Promotional Materials 

Business cards 

Anything you make up to send to or give to potential readers. You have to be a little 

careful here as you don't want to go over into gifts. I'm talking about bookmarks, fliers, 

brochures. Books you send to reviewers. Anything you pay for your web site. I'm not 

talking about your Internet connection here as that's a different subject. 
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Supplies 

 Phone Calls - Not strictly a supply, but phone calls that are related to business 

such as to your agent or editor or to a publishing house to ask about who is editing 

what line.  

 Paper  

 Pens  

 Pencils  

 Envelopes  

 Notebooks  

 Index cards  

 Diskettes  

 Sticky notes (And speaking of Sticky Notes, we'll get into magazines later)  

 Ink cartridges  

Postage stamps or other postal expenses for writing related mailings 

Mileage for driving to critique groups or meetings or book signings (the IRS allows 

$0.315 per mile this year. That changes, though) 

Did I leave anything out? What else can you think of that you may wish to write off as a 

supply expense? 

Lesson 3: Research, Conferences, and Gifts 

I'm posting this tonight because I may may have a rough day tomorrow with this 

conference I'm planning and a disaster that's just cropped up. 

Anyway, Today is research materials etc., conferences, and gifts. 

Here's where we talk about the romance novels and magazines. Research is a major 

expense for writers, especially historical writers, but contemporary ones, too. It can be as 

basic as paying for a day at the shooting range to know what it feels like to shoot a gun, 

or as expensive as taking a trip overseas. 

Let's talk about the simple things first. 

Books. Nonfiction books definitely. It's a good thing. I have spent as much as $4,000 in 

one year for books because some of mine are old and rare and have come from overseas. 
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Yes, I can write those off because they are research material from my 1811 Book of 

Regency Manners to my 2000 Folklore of the Sea because they relate to my writing. 

Writing books count too, things like Goal Motivation and Conflict, Techniques of the 

Selling Writer, Writer's Guide to Literary Agents… Any of those. 

I count maps, too, because I have purchased a number of maps and map books. 

Fiction: 

You have to be a little careful here. You can count romance books if you are researching 

writing in that genre or for that particular publishing house. Yes, you can stretch this 

really far, but you can also get caught if you only submit to Harlequin Super Romance, 

but you've been writing off Silhouette Desire. 

The same thing goes for magazines. If it's a mag to which you are considering submission 

whether they pay in cash or copies you can write them off. If it's research oriented, yes. If 

it's market information, yes. 

I get Historic Preservation, Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, and write them 

off because they're research. I'll write off the extra copies of Spin I purchased because 

they are promotional materials because I have articles in it. 

Travel: You can count travel for research purposes if you only count the part of the trip 

you spend on research. For example, I went to Portugal in March. I have an idea for a 

story set in Portugal and did some research while there, but I only spend about 5% of my 

time doing research. I can only count off that percentage of the trip's expenses. 

Yes, trips can be wholly research related and do count. 

Conferences: 

Yes, you can count conferences, the conference fee, the travel, and your hotel. 

Meals are a different story. You can only count 50% of your meal expenses. Sorry, but 

the IRS says you'd have to eat anyway. 

Gifts: 
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Sometimes we purchase gifts for people who help us out, an author who gives us a quote, 

an editor you particularly like, an agent you like… If it's related to your business and not 

simply a friend who is also a writer, you can write off part of those gifts. The IRS has 

really cracked down on these in the past few years. 50% is maximum of the gift cost. 

That includes cards. You purchase a $2.00 card, you write off $1.00. 

Lesson 4: Space, Furniture and Computers 

Today's lesson is on office space, computer equipment, and furniture. 

Office Space: 

Unlike other professionals, who have businesses at home, writers don't need to have a 

separate entrance to write off part of their rent or mortgage. 

This is how it works. 

You figure out the square footage of your work space, whether it is a whole floor or a 

corner of the living room. Figure out what percentage of your total space that is  

Take the percentage times your total mortgage or rent to find out how much your office 

space costs. 

Since I'm sure that's as clear as mud, let me give an easy example. When I was in grad 

school and had an apartment, my total office space was 9 by 6 feet. That's 72 square feet. 

My total apartment space was 720 feet. My office space was 10% of my total space. My 

rent was 496 per month. 10% of 496 is 49.60 times 12 for the whole year is 595. I wrote 

off 595 for office space. 

Thank heaven I have a great deal more than that now. And it does get difficult with 

fractions and if you have a partner or roommate with whom you share the rent. As long as 

you're reasonably close, you're okay. I mean, if you live in a 1.500 square foot house, 

don't say 500 square feet is your office space. It's just not likely, though not impossible. I 

count about 1/3 of my half of the house now. 

Furniture: 

If you buy a desk, bookcase, computer printer table, chair, you can count these, but you 

have to depreciate them. The tax books have the schedule for depreciation. It's a 
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complicated matter that really helps to have some accounting to figure out. Generally, the 

time period is 3 to 5 years of depreciation. 

Depreciation is, at its simplest form, dividing the value of something up into parts until it 

has a minimal resale value at the end. I spent $400 on a computer desk. I'll probably 

depreciate it over three years, but at the end of that time, it will be worth a little as a 

resale value. There's a word for this that escapes me at the moment. Elaine? Are you 

there? I haven't had accounting for seven years. 

Anyway, we'll make it easy and say that it will be worth $100 in three years. That means 

I can write off $100 this year, $100 next, $1000 the next. There are other ways than 

straight line depreciation, but this is the simplest. 

Computer equipment works much the same way. We know that computers cost a lot of 

money and aren't worth much in six months, but the IRS frowns on taking the whole 

amount in one year. This is why we can't write off things like furniture and computers all 

in one year. It would give us too much of a loss against earned and therefore taxable 

income all in one year. The IRS likes us to spread it out so the loss is gradual. Besides 

that, computer equipment and furniture actually do have a longer usable life than a ream 

of paper. 

This is a lot of complicated stuff all at once, so feel free to holler at me. But this will be 

the last actual lesson so that you can get questions in by Friday. 


